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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H and V be two real separable Hilbert spaces such that V is a dense subspace of H. We are 
interested in the following nonlinear functional differential equation on H: 
dx(t) 
dt + Ax(t) = f(t, xc(t)) + h(t), O<t<T, (NE) 
z(O) = 20. 
Let the principal operator A be given a single valued, monotone operator, which is hemicontinuous 
and coercive from V to V”. Here V* stands for the dual space of V. 
If f(.,z(.)) + h E L’(O,T; V”), the b asic assumption made in these investigations is taken 
from the regularity result for the quasi-autonomous differential equation (see Theorem 2.6 of 
Chapter III in [l]): 
dx(t) 
dt + Ax(t) = h(t), O<t<T, 
2(O) = 20. 
The main research direction is to find conditions on the nonlinear term f such that the reg- 
ularity result of (NE) is preserved under perturbation. The existence of solutions for a class of 
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nonlinear evolution equations was developed in many references [l-6]. Ahmed and Xiang [2] gave 
some existence results for the initial value problem in the case where the nonlinear term is not 
monotone, which improves Hirano’s result 161. 
In this paper, we will establish the existence and regularity of solutions of the given equation 
on L”(0, T; V) n W’$2(0, T; V”) under some general conditions of the Lipschitz continuity of the 
nonlinear operator f from [O,T] x V to H, which is reasonable and widely used in the case of 
the nonlinear system. To show the existence of the solution, we will use the contraction mapping 
principle. 
2. ASSUMPTIONS AND MAIN THEOREM 
If H is identified with its dual space, we may write V C H c V* densely and the corresponding 
injections are continuous. The norm on V, H, and V* will be denoted by I/ . 11, ) . 1, and I( I I), 
respectively. Thus, in terms of the intermediate theory, we may assume that 
(V, V*)(l/q,z = H, 
where P’, V*)(~/Z),Z denotes the real interpolation space between V and V*. The duality pairing 
between the element 2ri of V* and the element uz of V is denoted by (zli, v2), which is the ordinary 
inner product in H if wi, 212 E H. For the sake of simplicity, we may consider 
We note that a nonlinear operator A is said to be hemicontinuous on V if 
w - $A(a: + ty) = Ax, 
for every x, y E V, where ‘Lw - lim” indicates the weak convergence on V. 
Let A : V ---+ V* be given a monotone operator and hemicontinuous from V to V* such that 
A(0) = 0, (Al) 
(Au - Au, u - w) 2 w1 jlu - v(12 - 4u - v12, 
IIA4l* I w3(ll4l + 11, (A21 
for every U, v E V where wp is a real number and wi, ws are some positive constants. 
Here, we note that if 0 # A(O), we need the following assumption: 
for every u E V. It is also known that A is maximal monotone and R(A) = V’, where R(A) 
denotes the range of A. 
Let f be a nonlinear mapping from [0, T] x V into H satisfying a uniformly Lipschitz condition 
with respect to the second variable, i.e., there exists a constant L > 0 such that for any t E [0, T] 
and xi, x2 E V, 
If (4 Xl) - f (kzz)l I L 11x1 - 5211 P) 
The main theorem of this paper is as follows. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let assumptions (Al), (A2), and (F) be satisfied. Then for every h E L2 (0, T; V’) 
and x0 E H, equation (NE) has a unique solution 
x E L2(0, T; V) n C([O,T]; H) n W'~2(0,T; V*), 
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and tllere exists a constant C’s depending on T such that 
ll~/IL~“c”w’.’ I c2 (1 + lzol + Il%(O.T:“*))~ 
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(2.1) 
As a corollary to Theorem 2.1, we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let assumptions (Al), (A2), and (F) be satisfied. Let the operator B he a 
monotone set in H x H. Then for every 11 E L’(O, T; V”) and 20 E H, the Cauclq, probleni 
$x(t) E (A + B)z(t) + f(t, s(t)) + h(t), 
z(0) = 20 
ilas a unique solution 
5 E L”(0, T; V) n C( [0, T]; H), 
and there exists a constant Cs depending on T such that 
ll~llL~“C I c3 (1 + 1201 + l/flllr,z@.7-:v*,). 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let us be concerned with the quasi-autonomous differential equation 
dx(t) 
dt + AZ(~) = k(t), O<t<T, 
(3.1) 
x(0) = x0, 
where A is given satisfying the hypotheses mentioned in Section 2. The following result, is from 
Theorem 2.G of Chapter III in [l]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let ~0 E H and 1~ E L’(O,T;V*). Then there exists a unique soiution :L’ of (3.1) 
belonging to 
and satisfying 
C([O,T]; H) n L’(O, T: V) n M@(O, T; V*), 
Ix@)12 + s’ lb(s)ll” ds 5 Cl (Id + .i’ W(.# ds) , 
i’,$j$~i: dt I G (lxo12 +illlQ)ll:ds) > 
where Cl is a constant. 
Acting on both sides of (3.1) by x(t), we have 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
As is seen in Theorem 2.6 in [I], integrating from 0 to t, we can determine t,he constant Cr in 
Lemma 2.2. 
The following lemma is from [3, Lemma A.51. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let m E L1(O, T; R) satisfying m(t) 2 0, for all t E (0, T), and a 2 0 be a constant. 
Let b be a continuous function on [0, T] c R satisfying the following inequality: 
;b2(t) 5 ;u2 + 
s 
t 
m(s)b(s) ds, t E [O,T]. 
0 
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Then 
PROOF. Let 
Then 
@e(t) - = m(t)b(t), 
dt 
and 
Hence, we have 
y 5 m(t)&&$j. 
Since t + P,(t) is absolutely continuous and 
for all t E (O,T), it holds that 
that is, 
m I v’%%$+ -$ ~tm(W> t E (0,T). 
Therefore, combining this with (3.4), we conclude that 
I 
t 
lb(t)1 I da I u/2&?@ + m(s) ds 
0 
s t = a+E+ m(s) ds, t E [O,T], 0 
for arbitrary E > 0. 
Invoking Lemma 3.1, we obtain that the problem 
h(t) 
dt + h/(t) = f(t, x(t)) + h(t), O<t<T, 
Y(O) = x0> 
has a unique solution y E L2(0, T; V) n C([O, T]; H). 
Assume that (A2) holds for w2 # 0. Let us fix TO > 0 such that 
- e2d2To - 1) < 1. 
4W:W2 ( 
For i = 1,2, we consider the following equation: 
&i(t) 
dt + &i(t) = f(t, x%(t)) + k(t), O<t<T, 
Yip) = x0. 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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We are going to show that z +-+ y is strictly contractive from L’(O, 2’0; V) to itself if condition (3.5) 
is satisfied. Let yl, y2 be the solutions of (3.6) with z replaced by ~1, x2 E L2(0, To; V), respec- 
tively. From (3.6), it follows that 
&it) - yz(t))+ Ay1(t) -42(t) = f(&x1(t)) - f(t,~2(t)): t>o 
Multiplying on both sides of yr(t) - ys(t) and by assumption (Al), we get 
fflgrdt) - Y2@)12 tf-4 IIy1(t) - !&II2 
I W2lYl(t) - !/2(U2 + L 11x1(t) - 4t)ll 11/1(t) - y2(t)l. 
(3.7) 
Putting 
G’(t) = L llzr(t) - 4t)ll Iyrit) - y/z(f)l, 
and integrating (3.7) over (OJ), this yields that 
;lyl(t) - Y2M2 +w /‘t IlYl(S) - Y2(S)l12 ds 
Cl 
5 w2 ct ly1(s) - gz(s)l"ds t- ~'G(s)ds. J 
From (3.8), it follows that 
d 
z { J c~‘-“~ ot lyl(s)-y&-),2ds}=2e-2w't { +,yl(t)-;y2(t)12 - wzl ,yl(s)-y2(s)~2ds} (3 9) 
5 2e-2"'2t 
J 
t G(s) ds. 
0 
(3.8) 
Integrating (3.9) over (0, t), we have 
e-2w2t ot lyl(s) -y2(s)12ds 5 2~'e-'"';~'G(s)dsd~ 
J t t 
= 2 JJ e-2w2idT G(s) ds = 2 0 s J 
t e-3w2s _ e-2 *t 
2w2 
G(s) ds 
= & 1’ (e-2uzS _ e-2“‘2t) G(s) d;, 
thus, we get 
w2 ct lyr(s) - y2(s)12ds 5 Jt (e2~2(Ls) J - 1 G(s) ds. 0 )
Combining (3.8) with (3.10), it holds that 
;iyr(t) - y2(t)12 +w .I' IIY~(S) - Y~WII” ds 
0 
< _ J tp%(t-")G(s)ds 0
= s’,zwz(t-s)~ ,izr(s) - x2(s)/I /z/r(s) - y*(s)1 ds, 
0 
which implies 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
i (e+‘2tly~(t) - y~(t)l)~ + wle-2wzt Jf I/yl(s) - y2(s)/12 ds 
0 
/ 
t 
IL e+'zs Ilzl(s) - z2(s)ll eC'2sjy1(s) - y2(s)lds. 
. 0 
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By using Lemma 3.2, we obtain that 
t e-“2flYl(t) - y2(t)l F J Le-wss 11.~1(s) - z2(.s)ll ds. 0 
From (3.11) and (3.12), it follows that 
;lG) - ~2(t)? +w /'h(s) - ~2(s)l/~ ds 
0 
J 
t 
5 L2 
0
e2w2(t-s) Ilq(s) - ill /‘$ ewn(s-r) ljq(~) - Q(T)II dTds 
0 t = L2pzt J e 0 --w2s Ilzl(s) - ~:2(s)l~ ~se-u2T I~sI(T) - Q(T)/~ drds 
L2 
z-e 
4w‘J ( 
2W2t - I) ot ilzr(s) - z2(s)l12 ds. 
s 
Starting from the initial value q(t) = ~0, consider a sequence {x~(.)} satisfying 
&(t) + Az,+r(t) = f(t,~,(t)) + It(t), O<t<T, 
x,+1(0) = 20. 
Then from (3.13), it follows that 
:1X n+l(t) - zn(t)l’ + WI 1’ llzn+l(s) - ~:,(s)l12 ds 
5 g (e2wzt - 1) J t ll~z(s) - ~-&)l/~ ds. 2 0 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
So by virtue of condition (3.5), the contraction principle gives that there exists x(.) E L2 
(0, TO; V) such that 
z,(.) --+ .r(.), in L2(0, TO; V), 
and hence, from (3.14), there exists z(.) E C([O, TO]; H) such that 
GL(.) + .4.), in C(0, TO; H). 
Next we establish the estimates of solution. Let y be the solution of 
&At) 
df + Ay(t) = h(t), O<i!<To, 
y(0) = x0. 
Then, since 
$(M - y(t)) + Ax(t) - AY(~) = f(t,dt)), 
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multiplying by z(t) - y(t) and (Al), we obtain 
f;l4t) - Y(U2 + Wl lb(t) - y(t)/12 I wzlz@) - Y(W + -w4tI b(t) - Y(t)l. 
By integrating on (3.15) over (0, t), we have 
(3.15) 
$(t) - Y@)12 + Wl /t 11x(s) - YM” ds 
0 
5 w2 
J 
t 
0 
Ix(s) - y(s)12ds + L.I’ 11z(s)l~ ix(s) - y(s)1 ds. 
By the procedure similar to (3.13), we have 
(3.16) 
+t, - y(t)1 + Wl lt llx(s) - y(s)l12ds 5 L2 it e2w+qZ(s)/I is e~+q2(7)11 drrls 
= _g (e-t - 1) I’ ll~(s)ll” ds. 
Put 
Then it holds that 
N= 
L2 
- k 
2~27’0 
4wf-e 
_ 1) 
112 - YIIL~(o,T~;v) I N”211~II~~~o.ro;v~~ 
and hence, from (3.3) in Lemma 3.1, we have that 
I141L~(o,To;v) 5 1 _ ;1,2 IlYll~~wo;v) 
< - 1 -:I,2 (1 + II~OII + Il&w,T,:v*,) 
5 G (1 + ll~oll + lI~llL”(O.To;V’)) , 
(3.17) 
for some positive constant Cz. 
If w2 = 0, replace (3.5) by L2Ta/2 < 1, the results mentioned above still hold. 
Noting that 
L2(0, To; V) n 1V1,2(0, To; V*) c C ([0, TO]: (V, I”),,,,,) 
(3. 
= C([O,Tol;W. 
It follows from (3.17),(3.18) that 
.18) 
ICo)l 5 c2 (1 + lIzoIl + ~l~lll,z(O,T~:“*)) 
Thus, since condition (3.5) is independent of initial values, we can solve the equation in [To, 2T0] 
with the initial value z(To) and obtain an analogous estimate to (3.17) that holds for t,he solution 
under condition (3.5). By repeatin g this process, the solution of (NE) can be extended in the 
interval [O,nTo] for natural number 71, i.e., for the initial z(?zTo) in the interval [RTo, (11. + l)TO], 
as analogous estimate (3.17) holds for the sohltion in [O? (n + l)To]. 
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